Lurch 2018-06-04

mrc  TB, LB, BR, JM, RV, PA, LS

1  - Sweet & Trent
2  - Lompoon
3  - Dias Landscapes

0  Lompoon
  Chuck Sullivan

FF  S.R.

FF  - First Floor did not have kitchen & Restaurant

GC  - The Bar is the same
     The Kitchen & Restaurant are not planned now

JM  -

C  - There is a bar & kitchen in Lompoon now.

CS  - Will show First Floor as it is

PP  -
    JM
23 The original proposal was a big decrease in intensity of use, as long as


tm Before we rush to judgement, there are changes.

13 Is the footprint changed?
12 Slightly smaller footprint
11 It is bulkier

BR Some concern re: Condition Re: Workforce
Want some control or keeping it workforce

GC We couldn't do this before because of Zoning
05 W/ change in zoning we need a 51. from 25%

15 Must be reviewed as p.h.
14 If
13 Unamendable (labs, Jim)
12 Need the as-built
11 Though accommodates floor it is more con
10 Recognized w/ fiend that it is q
13 On

Unamend (BR- absbrg)